Installing

FLEXI-TILE

Interlocking
Key Action Steps To Increase Comp Sales
Floor Tiles
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The Flexi-Tile interlocking floor tile is easy to cut and
increase comp sales because the signs have been moved approximately 2’ closer to
lay, giving you endless possibilites to create an interior
the front
of the
with your own personal touch. Flexi-Tile
should
be bay. This will make the signs more visible to passing customers and the
acclimatised to and installed in similar
conditionseasier
to
information
to read forStart
bothmy
customers
and
Lowe’s associates.
making sure
your
Measure the Additionally
length and width of
those which prevail during normal occupation
of
the
subfloor
is clean, level
andis more the
room and
the
resets create a clean and fresh
environment
which
attractive
to divide
the shopper.
room for 24 hours. In some cases where there are
firm.
demensions in two. Locate and
extreme variances in temperature or direct sun light
mark the centre of the room. This
Flex-Tile may need to be adhered to the sub floor. We
is the approximate starting point
recommend using a suitable vinyl adhesive.
CHANGE HEADER BOARD IN STOCKING STORES. Thefornew
header hasCheck
all the
the installation.
the
of full
tiles
and the width
information a customer needs in order to know the features,number
benefits,
and
versatility
of
of part tiles required to reach the
Flexi-Tiles. It also has the pertinent information for Lowe’s associates if they need to
Pre-Installation Checklist
walls in each direction.

RESET STORES. We have just completed a reset of all stocking stores. This will

supplement the customer’s order with a special order of corners, or edges.
 Clean, Level and Firm Subfloor.
 Sharp Knife, Fitted with a Heavy Duty Blade.
Products Innovation/Different
Pencil
or
Chalk
Marker.

INSTALL SOS BOARD IN ALL STORES. New SOS boards and samples have been
 Straight Edge.
installed in approximately 1,300
stores.Mouldings
The balance
will be completed
byleader
mid in innovation
Reflex
continues
to be the
 A Rubber Mallet.
September. The previous boards were never installed in more than 600 or 700 stores.
in the alternative flooring industry. In the past 12 months
 Cutting Board and Tape Measure.

Areas of Use for Flexi-Tile

INTRODUCTION OF NEW HOME STYLE PRODUCTS. Flexi-Tile Home Style tiles are
INTRODUCED 18” X 18” HOME STYLE TILES. This unique
specialy designed with a hidden interlock and a natural stone ef fect finish. With addition
ease of loose laid installation with and invisible interlock. We
of the new Home Style tiles we should easily see Special Orders in comp stores double
palette of designer colors that fit beautifully in any part of the
in the coming yea r.
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and finish can easily be mistaken for real slate, without the pr
slate floor. Early customer response has been phenomenal.

The files are designed to fit tightly Cutting the edge tiles should be
together. Use a rubber mallet to
done with a sharpe blade. A good
IMPROVED
COIN
PATTERN
TILES.
The new
coinbepattern ti
hammer
the tiles into
position.
On non-slip
straightedge
should
reaching
theon
walls,
the which
edge creates
used. It is
betterair
to voids
make several
design
thecut
back
small
which reduc
tiles so as to leave 1/4in wide
light cuts than one heavy cut.
with the evaporation of moisture. This has been done withou
gap between tiles and the wall.
Always cut the tile from the front.
performance. The back of the
interlocking
keysbeare
now
A cutting
board should
used
to roun
damage.
installation even easier thanprevent
before.
Tiles can now be “stepp

hammered down with a mallet. The resulting tile is even mor
than our previous design.

